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TAG Heuer Monaco Split Seconds Chronograph: haute horlogerie with a sporting groove 



TAG Heuer enters a new phase of its long history with a split-seconds chronograph in a case inspired by the famous Monaco. Featuring bold architecture, (...)
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Parmigiani Fleurier Tonda PF Micro-Rotor Golden Siena



The latest iteration of the collection’s no-date execution features a shade the Fleurier-based brand has created with moiré effects, directly inspired by the (...)
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Montblanc: an overview of the new timepieces 



Montblanc has been consistently innovative in recent years, and the Iced Sea diver’s watch has become its new flagship model. Behind this bestseller lie (...)
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Jaeger-Lecoultre presents the Duometre Chronograph Moon



This novelty houses the new Calibre 391, merging a highly complex chronograph with a moon phase display and embodying precision through the patented (...)
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 Chanel J12 Atelier Couture Automate Calibre 6

COVER STORY

With the J12 Atelier Couture Automate Calibre 6 watch, Chanel demonstrates its watchmaking virtuosity, showcases its aesthetic signatures and displays (...)
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Read the current issue

We are pleased to present the new issue of Europa Star.
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Subscribe to Europa Star





Get our print magazine delivered to your door — Access our issues since 1936 online












THE WATCH FILES


The digital transformation of watchmaking


New technologies now impact all aspects of our lives – and watchmaking is no exception. This selection of Europa Star articles looks at the 21st century digital revolutions that are changing the horological world.
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Launch of the Luxury Watch Barometer




Expert Fred Levin (ex-LGI and Troverie) has introduced a new tool for measuring trade flows in the US watchmaking industry. We asked him three (...)
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EveryWatch: a new frontier in Big Data for watch (...)




With the expansion of the market for pre-owned watches, the transaction prices of certain models have been thrust into the spotlight. Newly launched (...)
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IWC Introduces Digital Watch Passports in Partnership (...)




IWC Schaffhausen introduces My IWC Passport, a blockchain powered digital product passport linked to an individual IWC watch. Owners will be able to access (...)
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The digital transformation of watchmaking ▶
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A history of watch advertising


By Marco Strazzi
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Just out: “A comprehensive guide to vintage Swiss watches” 



A lifelong passion for watches runs through Aashdin K. Billimoria’s highly personal account of vintage timepieces. It details the stories and values of a (...)
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SUSTAINABILITY / 2023

This publication is part of Europa Star’s Digital Books collection, a series of themed issues focusing on specific aspects of watchmaking and jewellery.
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Chronoswiss reignites the ReSec Series with two manufacture models



Crafted with the spirit of innovation that has long defined the storied Swiss watchmaker, the Green Monster Manufacture and Vertical Blue Manufacture (...)
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Patek Philippe: Elegance in perpetuity 

ON THE COVER

Just how did the innovative watchmakers at Patek Philippe go about creating a new self-winding movement that enables its latest perpetual calendar model to (...)
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A meeting with Crispin Jones, Mr Jones

PODCAST

Who’s behind the “unforgettable British watch company”, also known as Mr Jones? Their watches are easily recognisable thanks to the unique kinematics and (...)
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In video: A short history of watchmaking



For thousands of years, humanity has tried to measure time by inventing new tools. From the sundial to the Rolex Oyster and the Apple Watch, the video (...)
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Jewellery Geneva 2024 to take place from 9 to 15 April




The International Jewellery Show will soon occupy the ballroom and foyer of the Wilson Room at the 5-star Hotel Président Wilson, Geneva’s largest hotel (...)
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A history of watch advertising: 1940-1949
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